Abstract. We build a unitary extension for an isometry on a Hilbert C-module and then, with this extension help, we obtain the minimal unitary dilation for an adjointable contraction starting from one of-its isometric dilations. Having as a starting point a result of B. Sz.-Nagy and C. Foia regarding the geometric structure of the minimal unitary dilations for Hubert space contractions we prove that this structure maintains itself on Hilbert modules. Finally, we present a necessary and sufficient condition on the minimal isometric dilation in order to admits a Wold-type decomposition, condition which also assures the complementability of the residual part space of the minimal unitary dilation.
Introduction
For a contraction T on a Hubert space N B. Sz.-Nagy proved in 1953 [14] the existence of a minimal unitary dilation U on a certain Hubert space K; D N, both ftC and U being unique up to an isomorphism. Two years later J. J. Schiffer gave in [11] a short matrix proof which permitted the study of many applications. This extremely fertile domain has incited the interest of mathematicians all over the world. Therefore, the minimal isometric and unitary dilations for a Hilbert space contraction, their geometric structure and the functional model with the help of the characteristic function played an important role in the spectacular progress made in the understanding of the spectral theory of non-selfadjoint operators on Hilbert spaces. The series of results obtained by B. Sz.-Nagy and C. Foia. on Hilbert space contractions, brought together in their famous book "Harmonic Analysis of Operators on Hilbert Space" [15] , prove without any doubt the statements above.
Hilbert modules over a C*algebra A were firstly introduced by I. Kaplansky in [3] , their main properties being emphasized in the form used today by W. L. Paschke in [6] and M. A. Rieffel in (10] . These objects generalize, in a certain sense, the notion of Hilbert space, but having an A-valued inner product. Hilbert modules represent an D. Popàvici: West Univ. of Timi loara, Dept. Math., Bd. V. Pãrvan 4, 1900 Timi1oara, Romania; e-mail: danptim1.uvt.ro and danpgaspar2.uvt.ro important instrument of study in a general IC-theory introduced by G. G. Kasparov and called KAC-theory, but also in the C-algebraic approach to quantum group theory.
It is our aim, in the present paper, to deal with the properties of adjointable contractions on Hubert C'-modules through their isometric and unitary dilations. Firstly, we build the minimal isometric dilation for such a contraction. Extending this dilation up to a unitary operator we obtain a unitary dilation. The next step will be the study of the geometric structure of these dilations, a special section being dedicated to the residual and *-residual parts of the minimal unitary dilation, because of the important role played be these unitary operators on Hubert spaces. We could mention here that a Hubert space contraction T in the class C11 is quasi-similar with the residual and *-residual parts of its minimal unitary dilation. This result can be used, in connexion with characteristic functions in order to obtain informations about the invariant subspaces of T. In the paper [7] (to see [8] also) I have obtained a necessary and sufficient condition on a Hilbert module adjointable isometry in order to admit a Wold-type decomposition, that is to decompose itself in the orthogonal sum between a unitary operator and a unilateral translation. Putting a condition on the adjoint iterates of an adjointable contraction we obtain, as a consequence, a Wold-type decomposition for its minimal isometric dilation.
Notations and preliminaries
A Hubert module over a C*a1gebra A is a right A-module E (which also has a linear structure over the complex field, compatible with that of right module) equipped with a linear in the second variable application, (.,.) : E x E -, A having the following properties:
(P1)(x,x) ^!O (x E E), and (x, x) =Oif and only ifx=O.
(P2) (x,ya) = (x,y)a (x,y E E,á E A).
(P3) (x , y)* (y, x) (x,y E E).
(P4) E is Banach space with respect to the norm I1 X IIE = II(x,x)II 1 '2 (x € E).
Hubert spaces are particular cases of Hilbert modules. Other examples of Hilbert modules over the C*-algebra A are:
(i) A, the inner product being defined by the relation (a, b) = a*b (a, b E A).
(ii) e2 (N) = {(x) E [mEN El I flEN (x n, x) is convergent in norm in A} equipped with the map ((x), (y,),,) = fl EN( x fl, yr,) (we shall also use e2 (Z) defined in the same way). [4] (to see [9) for an alternative proof): We say that [F, 5] 
is a dilation of [E, T] if ECF and (T"x,y)E=(S'x,y)F (x,yEE, nEN).
The notation ViE E1 (E1 being Hilbert submodules of a Hilbert C*module E) is used for the closure of the submodule generated by all the finite A-linear sums with terms in E1 . The isometric (respectively unitary) dilation [F, W] 
of the contraction [E, T] is
called minimal if F = V,>0 WE (respectively VEZ W'2E).
Construction of isometric and unitary dilations
There exist many ways to build isometric and unitary dilations for an adjointable contraction on a Hubert C*-module. One of these methods is, for example, the one presented by S. Itoh in [2] based on the proofs given in [12] . Thmatrix construction in [11] , the abstract extensions on VH-spaces in [5) of the dilation theorems obtained by Sz.-Nagy can be also used. In this section we apply another method (some ideas can be found in [15] ) in order to construct an isometric dilation for an adjointable contraction.
Proposition 3.1. Every isometry [E, VI admits a unitary extension [F, U1.
Proof. Let F = £(Z). Identifying x E E with (...,0,x,0 .... ) E F (x is on the position 0) we can regard E as a Hilbert submodule of F. We build U F - Proof. In Proposition 3.1 we take E = A as a Hubert A-module and F =
Consider B = £A(F) . The map
is a *-homomorphism of algebras. Since Ta11 2 = sup ll(Ta(an)n,Ta(an)n)ll = sup llaa*aao ll = lla*all = 1a112,
(a .)n 1I!5' II(an)nII<1
the map defined above is also isometric, making possible the identification of A with a C'-subalgebra of B.
Let u E B be the unitary operator that extends a E A defined in Proposition 3.1. Construct p = Ti E B which is a projection (in fact p is the unity of A). Since u extends a we obtain u(a) = aa (a E A). Using this observation, a simple calculus shows that up = pup = a. The equality pBp = A is immediate U Now, let [E, T] be a contraction. We consider the Hilbert A-module F = 4(N) and identify E as a Hilbert A-submodule of F through the map for all (x) E F. Since, for x,y E E and n EN, To obtain the minimality condition we consider F+ = V>0 VE and denote also with V the restriction to F+ of the dilation constructed above. For x, x' E E we obtain an orthogonality condition
Due to (1) and using the fact that V Th x = T tm x + (V' -T Th )x (x E E, n > 0) we obtain the orthogonal decomposition
F+=EEB V V -TE

TI>O
With the help of the relations
Wx := Tx
for x E E, we build an A-linear map on a dense submodule of F+. The fact that W is well-defined and the possibility of extension to F are due to the relation
:
(we use the notation El only for finite sums). A simple calculation shows that
Consequently, (2) is equivalent to the obvious relation
Furthermore, for x, x,, E E (n E N*) (in a finite number),
and, by a similar calculus
has the same value. We have just proved that V has an adjoint and V* = W. Obviously, E is invariant to V' and VIE = T*.
For the uniqueness let us consider two minimal isometric dilations [F, Vi I and We can now formulate:
Theorem 3.4. Every contraction [E, T] admits a minimal unitary dilation. This dilation is unique (up to a Hilbert module isomorphism).
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The geometric structure of isometric and unitary dilation spaces
In what follows we will always denote by [F, U+j and [F, U] the minimal isometric and unitary dilations of a given contraction [E, T] . In this section we give a detailed description of the geometric structure of Hubert modules F+ and F. In the case where E is a Hubert space a similar result is mentioned implicitly in [13] and explicitly in [16] . The decomposition of F obtained below can also serve as a starting point for the dilation construction, as we can see in [1] . We use [151 as a starting point to other results in this section.
In what follows we put
Recall that L and L* are wandering for U if (UL, L) = 0 and (UL, L) = 0, respectively, for all n > 0. Recall also from Section 2 that VT = DT E and VT. DT. E denote the defect modules for T.
Proposition 4.1. (a) L, L are wandering for U. (b) L V T and V VT. (Hubert module isomorphisms). (c) UL*eUE=EeL=EvUE.
Proof. We prove the properties corresponding to L, the other ones being obtained similarly taking into account that [F, U] is the minimal unitary dilation of the contrac-
tion [E,T].
(a) For x, x' € E and € N*,
(U'1 (U -T)x,(U -T)x') = (T'1 x,x') -(T'x,Tx') -(Tx,x') + (T'x,Tx')
=0.
By passing to limit it obtains that L is wandering.
(b) L (U -T)xI---*DTx € VT is an isometric, surjective A-linear map. Indeed, ((U -T)x, (U -T)x) = (x, r) -(Tx, Tx) -(Tx, Tx) + (Tx, Tx) = (x, x) -(TTx,x) (x € E). = (DTX,DTX)
The conclusion follows easily extending W by continuity on L = (U -T)E.
(c) For the first equality it is sufficient to show that
U(U _T*)EUE = E(U -T)E.
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Using the dilation property (Ux, y ) = (Tx, y) for all x, y E E one can easily check that the sums are orthogonal. Now if x' ,x" E E define x1,x2 E E by the equation
An easy calculation then shows that
Ux i + U(U' -T)x 2 = x'+ (U -T)x".
Since (' 9) ' isinvertible (as operator on E E) with inverse ( this implies the desired equality. The equality E L = E V UE follows from the trivial fact that
hold. These relations, together with the ones obtained from the fact that the submodules L and L' are wandering for U, allow the construction of the Hilbert submodule We are now able to enunciate
Theorem 4.2. Let [E, T] be a contraction and let [F, U] be its minimal unitary
dilation. Then F = U* fl L* E UL.
n^!0 n>0
Recall from Section 2 that the submodules The fact that, for x E E and n E N,
U"x = TTh x +(U -T)T''x + U(U -T)T' 2 x + + U"'(U -T)x
leads to the inclusion
On the other hand, since
we obtain UL C F+ which, together with E C F4 , allow us to prove the converse inclusion E M+ (L) C F4 . Consequently, the minimal isometric dilation space has the geometric structure
F4=EM(L). (3)
A simple calculation based on (3) and the equation UL UE = E ED L of Proposition 4.1 shows that
As an immediate consequence we obtain the equality ker U = UL* . In what follows
we will write L = UL* (= (I -UT*)E).
We return to the study of the residual and Because Ux = T*x (x E E), (5) leads us to
converges in norm in A, for all x E E. (6) Conversely, suppose that (6) holds. If x, x' E E and in, n E N with in < n, then
= (T*(h1_m_l)x,T*(m_m_1)(T*mx)) -(T*(Tt_m_I)x, T*(_m_l)(T*(m+1)Tx1)) -(T*(n_m)(Tx), T_m)(T*(m+1)xl)) + (T*(n_m)(Tx), T*(n_m)(TmTX1)).
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Furthermore,
= (TX,T*(t.7_m_l)XI) -(T X, T*( n_m )TXl )
= (T*(n_m_l)(T*(m+I)x), T*( hl_m_1 )x 7 ) -(T*(m_m)(T*mx), T*(T_m)(TX1)).
Using in (7) the relations
we obtain an expression in terms of T iterates for (Uy, Uy') with y in Um (U -T)E and y' in U'(U -T)E, m, m' < n. Applying the same relations in (8) we obtain (Ux, (3)) we can determine (Uy, Uy) for y in a dense submodule of F. The polarization identity and the convergence in the norm of A of the sequence ((T*hlx,Tlx)), for every x E E (relation (6)) lead us to the property in (5) for y in
Because II U -II = 1 (n E N), by a standard method we can pass from to F. This proves the equivalence of properties (5) and (6) .
Using (4) we observe that, for n E N*, (9) Consequently, every y E F+ can be uniquely decomposed in
It is not hard to see that
is the decomposition we are looking for. By (5) Then U'L is complementable in F. Because (y, UkL.) = 0 (n E N) is equivalent to y E UF (n E N) (by (9)) (that is (o.1UlL*)l = n >oU F+) we obtain (10) . It is easy to observe that (10) 
Concerning the geometric structure of the minimal isometric and unitary dilations we can now formulate A simple calculus shows that, for all m E N, = x0 + xx1.
Theorem 4.4. Let [E, T] be a contraction, [F+, U+] be its minimal isometric dilation and [F, U] be its minimal unitary dilation. Then: (a) L (U -T)E and L = (I -UT
On the other hand, in contrast with the Hubert space particular case, not every adjointable contraction [E, T) on a Hilbert module E verifies the condition
Indeed, let A be a unital C*algebra and a E A with aa = 1 and aa* 0 1. As we presented in detail in [8] , the isometry Because, for x E E and m E Z, 
